LET’S GET YOUR

XMOD RIPPED

What if we could reduce your XMOD in as little as six months?
Total body transformation doesn't happen overnight. The same can be
said for a high experience modification. It usually takes between two
and four years to significantly drop a high XMOD. What if you could
shave six months to a year off of that time? How much money would
that save your company in lower comp rates?

Here’s how we get your XMOD in shape. We will...
1) Perform a thorough claims analysis in order to A) detect patterns of
losses and make appropriate change recommendations and B) give you
an accurate XMOD forecast.
2) Review all current safety materials and make recommendations of
either additions or deletions appropriate to your industry and business.
3) Perform a walk-through of all your facilities to assess risk and
potential hazards, then provide you with a list of recommendations.
4) In some cases, become your full-time safety department, designing
and maintaining a robust safety/training/tailgate program. We would
also provide claims management consultation.*
Why should you do this? If you make these changes in your company,
you get more leverage to negotiate as if your XMOD were already lower.
We‘ll go to work for you now, well before next year’s renewal.
Why would we do this? Because we want the opportunity to quote
your comp at your renewal. That opportunity will be limited to a select
number of alternate market providers. You’re under no obligation to
choose them.
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*This is offered on a case-by-case basis and may not be applicable for all businesses,
it may possibly include additional fees. For full details, call or visit our website.

